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FLOW LEATHER
Designed by Jean Marie Massaud
FLOW LEATHER, FOR EXCLUSIVE SPACES
Flow Chair and Flow Slim’s smart, simple and eye-catching design, crosses the boundaries of its democratic
cross-cutting nature, changing skin and turning into an even richer, elegant and tailor-made product, to meet the
needs of a market aiming at refinement.
This is how Flow Leather was born.
Jean Marie Massaud’s chair comes coated in two types of leather. The former, Anilina leather, is offered in seven
different colours. It is micro-perforated externally, while inside it is smooth. It is a premium leather, suitable for
specific home environments such as dining rooms, living areas, but also for home office and smart working
spaces. The second type, Nuvola leather, conceived for business and public venues such as restaurants, hotels,
offices. It's a leather micro-perforated internally, while it is smooth on the outside: it is a contemporary, dynamic,
high-impact covering, which at times recalls the look of sports car seats and comes in 11 colour tones.
Flow Leather enriches the already large Flow family, with new suggestions and emotions.
WATCH THE INTERVIEW TO JEAN MARIE MASSAUD

Every armchair can be customised thanks to two different types of leather, to the alternation of smooth leather
parts and parts in microperforated leather, and to matching or contrast stitching; in detail:
ANILINA
Luxurious and sophisticated, top-quality upholstery, full grain, pure aniline, with a soft and silky hand; distinctive
for its natural tanning, the leather demonstrates all of its material and its innumerable shades. The armchair has
micro-perforated leather on the outside and a smooth inside with contrast stitching.
NUVOLA
Rigorous and versatile, smooth grain leather upholstery with mineral tanning, featuring full and intense colours;
the armchair has smooth leather on the outside and micro-perforated leather with stitching in same tone on the
inside.

BASES
VN 4-legged steel base, base with central leg, VN 4-legged oak base and 4-legged oak base, 4-legged Cross base
and cross oak base.

FLOW LEATHER
FLOW SLIM

H/D/L

FLOW CHAIR

VN 4-legged steel base
L56 D56 H76.4 cm seat H44 cm

with central leg
L55 D44 H76,4 seat H44 cm

VN 4-legged oak base
L56 D56 H76,4 seat H44 cm

4-legged oak base
L55 D54 H76,4 seat H44 cm

4-legged CROSS and OAK CROSS base
L55 D53 H76,5 seat H44 cm

OPTIONS

LEATHER ANILINA
inner side of the shell covered with smooth leather
outer side of the shell covered with micro-perforated leather

LEATHER NUVOLA
Inner side of the shell covered with micro-perforated leather
Outer side of the shell covered with smooth leather

Finishing
The number in the dot corresponds to the number of colour/material finish.
Here below, in the section FINISH OPTIONS, please note all the colours of the materials used for this product.
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Finish options
BASE
VN 4-legged steel base

Matt painted
white X053

Matt painted
graphite grey
X054

central leg

Matt painted
white X053

Matt painted
graphite X054

Painted lead
Grey

Painted mud
brown

Painted green

Painted avio
blue

Painted green

Painted avio
blue

Painted
powder pink

VN 4-legged oak base

Natural oak
X030

Bleached oak
X075

Brown oak
X076

4-legged oak base

Natural oak
X030

Bleached oak
X075

Brown oak
X076

4-legged Cross base

Matt painted
white X053

Painted lead
Grey

Painted mud
brown

Painted
powder pink

4-legs Cross oak base

Natural oak
X030

Bleached oak
X075

Brown oak
X076

Pomice R706
Col. 4307

Tufo R703
Col. 4303

Ambra R705
Col. 4306

Ardesia R704
Col. 4305

Torba R707
Col. 4311

Ossidiana
R701 Col.
4301

Neve R709
Col. 117

Canapa R715
Col. 199

Camoscio
R717 Col. 207

Cuio R710
Col. 131

Moretto R713
Col. 147

Elefante
R716 Col. 203

Antracite
R711 Col. 141

Pesca R714
Col. 151

Salvia R712
Col. 143

Rugiada
R718 Col. 269

COVER
Anilina

Caolino R702
Col. 4302

Nuvola

Nero R708
Col. 101

